


About Us
Get Place is the growing online job portal where candidates can
find their dream jobs and organizations can find their
potentials human resources. Get place is founded by Mr.
Piyush Kumar Goel in 2017 to reduce the problems which
organization are facing while recruiting candidates for their
company/firm.

Now a days where there are lot of vacancies and candidates as
well still companies finds it difficult to hire a candidate which
suits the most to company. We are here to fill the gap. We
understands your requirement and search the candidates as per
given job description. We won’t let you indulge in frequent
interviews. Our ratio is best in industry.

We are a team of young and dynamic Chartered Accountants
We are helping companies to recruit experienced and fresher
chartered accountants and semi qualified chartered
accountants.

visit getplace.in



Recruitment

Outsourcing

Training

What We Do?
Get Place provides you complete recruitment solution along
with this we provides trainings to your employees in the field of
Accounting, GST and other financial areas. We also outsource
candidates to various companies and firm on requirement basis.

We gather your job description and find candidates accordingly.
We won’t let you indulge in frequent interviews with
candidates. We’ll provides you only relevant candidates so that
both you & candidates can save time and resources.

visit getplace.in



Requirement 
Gathering

Candidate 
Search

Telephonic Interview 
With Candidate

Personal Interview with 
Candidate

Follow up with 
client/candidate

Placement of 
candidate

Post interview 
Counseling of candidates

Process 
Unlike traditional recruitment consulting firms we
have a unique and defined recruitment process
that we have developed considering the need of
industry and today’s environment where
companies are involve only in interviews even
after paying huge amount to consulting firms.

visit getplace.in

Our Process
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In house Screening of Candidate
Our USP is that we do “In house screening of candidates” in a unique and defined procedure.

Telephonic 
Interview with 

Candidate

Personal 
Screening of the 

Candidate

Screening by 
Expert of 

respective field

Counseling 
about strength 
& weaknesses

Guidance about 
opportunities in 

Market

Sending of  
candidates 

for Interviews

We keep on calling each and every candidate in our database, for personal interview in which the
expert of desired field of the candidates interviews the candidate and screen him critically. After
successful screening of candidates our expert guides the candidates about their strength and weakness
so that candidates can work on them and improve their selves and get the job easily.



Our Strength

Serving in complete 
Delhi NCR

100% Customer 
Satisfaction

Unique & Defined 
Recruitment Process

Team of Young and 
Dynamic Professionals
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What makes us Different
✓ Unique & Defined System for Recruitment

✓ Experienced CA professionals to screen the candidates

✓ Trainings for JOB seekers to fulfil the gap between candidate & Industry 

✓ Counseling of candidates regarding their Careers & Opportunities

✓ Huge database of JOB Seekers

✓ Complete Screening of Candidate including background verification

✓ Frequent JOB Fairs 
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Reviews from Candidates
Very nice recruitment services. They keep on 
updating us with the most suitable job opportunities 
in the market.

- CA Piyush Gupta
Hiregange & Associates (Chartered Accountant)

Excellent services, excellent people. Thank you so 
much team Get Place. It is trust worthy to find the 
job from this site. 

- Aayushi Bansal
Travel team Management Pvt. Ltd.

One of the place to find the job for fresher and
experienced one. I like this portal because of the
services they provide.

-CA Bhawna 
Ghosh Khanna & Co. (Chartered Accountant) 

I am satisfied from their service. They provided me 
good opportunity.

-CA Sahil Kansal
Kalaniz Fincon Private Limited
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Founder’s Profile
With a passion of doing something good for the society Piyush Kumar Goel helping
job seekers, since 2014 when was in his CA training, in getting the right jobs and
connecting them with the right organizations. He founded getplace on 18th June,
2018 to standardize this process so that he can help more and more candidates in
getting their dream job at earliest.

Piyush is a CA Final student and has experience of more than 5 years in various
domains such as Accounts, finance, taxation, marketing and Recruitment. He has
done his CA Training from D S R V & Co. LLP (Chartered Accountants)
Gurugram. He has been speaker on different subjects in various conference. He is a
trainer and motivational speaker.

Piyush Kumar Goel
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Contact Us
Address: #6|Ground Floor|Agrasen Complex|

Patthar Ghati|Rewari|123401
Mob:       +91-8168369788
Email:     foryou@getplace.in
Web: www.getplace.in
Follow Us: /getplace.in

mailto:foryou@getplace.in
http://www.getplace.in/

